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Odor signals received by odorant receptors (ORs) in the olfactory epithelium are represented as an odor map
of activated glomeruli in the olfactory bulb. In themouse olfactory system, it appears that much of axon path-
finding and sorting occurs autonomously by olfactory neuron axons. Here, we review the recent progress on
the study of olfactory map formation in rodents. We will discuss how neuronal identity is represented at axon
termini and how the OR-instructed axonal projection is regulated.The mouse olfactory system can detect over 100,000 different
odorants using a repertoire of 1000 odorant receptors (ORs)
(Buck and Axel, 1991). Each olfactory sensory neuron (OSN)
expresses only one functional OR gene in a mutually exclusive
(Malnic et al., 1999;Serizawaet al., 2000) andmonoallelicmanner
(Chess et al., 1994; Ishii et al., 2001). Furthermore, OSNs
expressing the same type of OR converge their axons to a
specific target glomerulus in the olfactory bulb (OB) (Mombaerts
et al., 1996; Ressler et al., 1994; Vassar et al., 1994); thus, each
glomerulus represents one OR species (reviewed in Imai and
Sakano, 2007; Mombaerts, 2006; Zou et al., 2009). Odor recog-
nition occurs by a combinatorial code where a given odorant
activates multiple OR species and a given OR responds to
multiple odorants (Malnic et al., 1999). As a result, different odor-
ants received in the olfactory epithelium (OE) produce unique
combinations of activated glomeruli with varying magnitudes of
activity in theOB. This conversion of odor signals to a two-dimen-
sioned olfactorymap enables themammalian brain to detect and
discriminate a variety of odorants (Figure 1) (reviewed in Mori
et al., 2006).
How is OSN identity that is established by OR gene choice
represented in the axon termini for guidance to proper glomeruli?
In the vertebrate nervous system, sensory information is spatially
encoded in the brain, forming neural maps that are fundamental
for higher-order processing of sensory information (reviewed in
McLaughlin and O’Leary, 2005). Molecular mechanisms of the
sensory map formation in the visual systems in particular have
been extensively studied. R.W. Sperry proposed the ‘‘chemoaf-
finity model,’’ in which target cells release chemical cues to
guide axons to their destinations (Sperry, 1963). Since then,
it is well established that axonal projection of retinal ganglion
cells is instructed by multiple pairs of axon guidance molecules
that demonstrate graded expression in the retina and tectum
(Figure 2, left) (reviewed in Luo and Flanagan, 2007).
In the mouse olfactory system, OSN axons are guided to
approximate locations in the OB by a combination of dorsal-
ventral (D-V) patterning, which is based on anatomical locations
of OSNs in the OE (Alenius and Bohm, 1997; Miyamichi et al.,
2005; Ressler et al., 1993; Saucier and Astic, 1986; Strotmann
et al., 1994; Vassar et al., 1993; Yoshihara et al., 1997), and ante-
rior-posterior (A-P) patterning, which is regulated by OR-derived
cAMP signals (Chesler et al., 2007; Imai et al., 2006, 2009). The
glomerular arrangement along the D-V axis is determined by530 Neuron 67, August 26, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.axon guidance receptors expressed in a graded manner in the
OE, such as Robo-2 and Neuropilin-2 (Nrp2) (Cho et al., 2007;
Norlin et al., 2001; Takeuchi et al., 2010). Unlike D-V projection,
A-P positioning of glomeruli is independent of positional
information of OSNs in the OE. Instead, OR-specific cAMP
signals determine the expression levels of axon guidance mole-
cules, e.g., Neuropilin-1 (Nrp1) and Plexin-A1 (PlxnA1), in OSN
axon termini, forming a gradient in the OB (Imai et al., 2006).
Thus, the olfactory system also utilizes gradients of guidance
molecules to form the sensory map (reviewed in Luo and Flana-
gan, 2007). Interestingly, however, surgical and genetic studies
have demonstrated that axon-derived guidance molecules,
alone, could organize a coarse map by axon-axon interactions
(Figure 2B) (St John et al., 2003; Yoshihara et al., 2005). The
map order emerges well before axons reach the target (Imai
et al., 2009; Plas et al., 2005; Satoda et al., 1995; Scholes,
1979). Our recent studies indicated that much of axon path-
finding and glomerular sorting occurs autonomously by OSN
axons. Here, we summarize the recent progress in axon wiring
and neural map formation during mouse olfactory development.
Establishment of Neuronal Identity of OSNs: OR Gene
Choice
In the mammalian olfactory system, each OSN chooses for
expression only one functional OR gene in a monoallelic manner
(reviewed in Serizawa et al., 2004). Such unique expression
forms the genetic basis for the OR-instructed axonal projection
of OSNs to the OB (reviewed in Mombaerts, 2006). How is
the singular OR gene choice regulated, and how is the one
neuron-one receptor rule maintained in OSNs? On the basis of
previous studies on other multigene families, three activation
mechanisms have been considered for the choice and activation
of OR genes: (1) DNA recombination, which brings a promoter
and the enhancer region into close proximity; (2) gene conver-
sion, which transfers a copy of the gene into the expression
cassette; and (3) a regulatory DNA region, which interacts with
only one promoter site. Irreversible DNA changes, such as
recombination and gene conversion, had been attractive expla-
nations for single OR gene expression because of the many
parallels between the immune system and the olfactory system.
However, these theories were dismissed after two groups inde-
pendently cloned mice from postmitotic OSN nuclei and deter-
mined that the mice showed no irreversible DNA rearrangement
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Figure 1. Conversion of Olfactory Signals
In the OE, each OSN expresses only one functional OR gene in a monoallelic
manner, which is referred to as the one neuron–one receptor rule. Further-
more, OSN axons expressing the same OR species converge to a specific
glomerulus in the OB. Thus, each glomerulus represents one OR species.
Since a given odorant activates multiple OR species and a given OR responds
to multiple odorants, odorant signals received by OSNs in the OE are con-
verted to a two-dimensional map of activated glomeruli with varying magni-
tudes of activity in the OB.
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Figure 2. Two Different Strategies of Neural Map Formation
Preservation of the relative spatial relationships of projecting axons between
origin and target sites is a general feature of neural map formation. Nearly
50 years ago, Sperry (1963) proposed the chemoaffinity model in which target
cells present chemical cues to guide axons to their distinctions. In the verte-
brate visual system, graded expression of Eph receptors on retinal axons
and their repulsive ligands, ephrins, from the superior colliculus regulates
axonal projection of RGCs (left). Does map formation solely depend on axon-
target interaction? In the mouse olfactory system, topographic order emerges
in axon bundles well before they reach the target, suggesting pretarget axon-
axon interactions. An axon guidance receptor, Nrp1, and its repulsive ligand,
Sema3A, are both expressed by OSNs in the OE in a graded and complemen-
tary manner and mediate pretarget axon sorting within the bundles (right).
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been irreversible DNA changes, the cloned mice would have
exhibited monoclonal expression of the OR gene derived by
the donor nucleus.
Positive Regulation by LCR
Since the genetic translocation model appeared unlikely,
another possibility was explored, namely a locus control region
(LCR) that might regulate the single OR gene choice. LCR is
defined as a cis-acting regulatory region that controls multiple
genes clustered at a specific genetic locus. The first example
of an LCR was identified in the globin gene locus containing
developmentally regulated and related genes (Grosveld et al.,
1987). It has been assumed that chromatin-remodeling/tran-
scription-activating factors bind to the LCR (holocomplex) that
physically interacts with the remote promoter site by looping
out the intervening DNA. In the globin gene system, an active
chromatin hub structure has been reported, in which the LCR
is in close proximity with the gene to be expressed (Tolhuis
et al., 2002; Carter et al., 2002). One example of such an LCR
in the mouse olfactory system, named ‘‘H’’ for homology
between the mouse and human DNA sequences, was identified
60 kb upstream of theMOR28 cluster containing seven murine
ORgenes (Serizawa et al., 2003). Deletion andmutation analyses
of the H region further revealed that the 124 bp core-H, which
contains two homeodomain sequences and one O/E-like
sequence, is sufficient to achieve the enhancer activity (Nishi-zumi et al., 2007). Both the homeodomain and O/E-like
sequences are often found in the OR promoter regions (Vassalli
et al., 2002; Hirota and Mombaerts, 2004; Rothman et al., 2005;
Michaloski et al., 2006). Homeodomain factors, Lhx2 and Emx2,
and O/E family proteins are known to bind to their motifs in the
OR gene promoter (Wang et al., 2004; Hirota et al., 2007). It is
possible that these nuclear factors bind to the H region and
form a complex that remodels the chromatin structure near the
cluster, thereby activating one OR promoter site at a time by
physical interaction (Figure 3) (Serizawa et al., 2003). This model
is attractive because it reduces the likelihood of the simulta-
neous activation of multiple OR genes, from a probability of
1000 individual genes to 50 LCR/enhancer loci. In the
immune system, it has been reported that the LCR of the IL-4
gene in naive T helper cells interacts not only with the adjacent
genes on chromosome 11 but also with the alternatively
expressed IFN-g gene on chromosome 10 (Spilianakis et al.,
2005). Such an interchromosomal association of multiple gene
loci may be a common feature of chromosomal organization
for the coordinately regulated genes. Like the IL-4 LCR in
T cells, does the H region act on other OR gene clusters, not
only in cis but also in trans? Based on fluorescent in situ hybrid-
ization and chromosome conformation capture analyses of OSN
nuclei, Lomvardas et al. (2006) reported that the single trans-
acting enhancer, H, may allow the stochastic activation of only
one OR gene in each OSN. However, recent knockout studies
of the H contradict the single trans-acting LCR model for the
OR gene choice (Fuss et al., 2007; Nishizumi et al., 2007). Tar-
geted deletion of the H abolished the expression of only three
proximal OR genes in cis, indicating the presence of another
LCR in the downstream region to regulate the four distal OR
genes in the sameMOR28 cluster. Furthermore, in the heterozy-
gous (H+/H) knockout mice, the wild-type H+ allele could not
rescue the H mutant allele in trans.Neuron 67, August 26, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 531
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Figure 3. A Model for the Single OR Gene
Expression
It is assumed that the activation complex formed in the
locus control region (LCR) stochastically chooses one
promoter (P) site by random collision, activating one
particular OR gene within the cluster. Once a functional
gene is expressed, the OR molecules transmit inhibitory
signals to block the further activation of additional OR
gene clusters. Stochastic activation of an OR gene by
a cis-acting LCR and negative feedback regulation by
the functional OR gene product, together, ensure the
maintenance of the one neuron–one receptor rule in the
mammalian olfactory system.
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In the human visual system, an LCR plays an important role in
choosing either the red or green photopigment gene in amutually
exclusive manner in the cone cells of the retina (Wang et al.,
1999). It has been shown that stochastic interaction between
the LCR and either of the two promoters ensures the mutually
exclusive expression of the human photopigment genes that
are encoded on the X chromosome (Smallwood et al., 2002). In
contrast, in the OR gene system, the LCR-promoter interaction
alone would not preclude the activation of a second OR gene
located in the other allele or in other OR gene clusters. Therefore,
it has been postulated that the functional OR proteins have an
inhibitory role to prevent the further activation of other OR genes.
Transgenic experiments demonstrated that the mutant OR
genes lacking either the entire coding sequence or the start
codon can permit a second OR gene to be expressed (Feinstein
et al., 2004; Lewcock and Reed, 2004; Serizawa et al., 2003;
Shykind et al., 2004). Naturally occurring frameshift mutants of
OR genes also allow the coexpression of a functional OR gene
(Serizawa et al., 2003). It is known that a substantial number of
pseudogenes are present in the mammalian OR gene families
(30% of total OR genes in the mouse and60% in the human).
If an activated LCR has selected a pseudogene and has been
trapped by its promoter, other LCRs must undergo a similar
process to ensure the activation of an intact OR gene (Roppolo
et al., 2007). Pseudogenes may help slow down the process of
OR gene activation and further reduce the likelihood of activating
two functional OR genes. Thus, rate-limited activation of an OR
gene by cis-acting LCRs and negative feedback regulation by
the OR gene product, together, appear to ensure the mainte-
nance of the one neuron-one receptor rule (Figure 3) (reviewed
in Serizawa et al., 2004). However, the exact nature of the nega-532 Neuron 67, August 26, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.tive feedback signals is yet to be explored.
Targets of the feedback signals are also issues
for future studies. Promoters of OR genes,
enhancers of OR gene clusters, and/or protein
factors binding them could be silenced by the
OR-derived negative feedback signals. It has
been reported that forced expression of an OR
using heterologous promoters can suppress
the expression of endogenous ORs (Fleisch-
mann et al., 2008; Nguyen et al., 2007). As the
forced expression was found to be inefficient,
the OR coding sequence was proposed to
have an inhibitory effect on the transcriptionalregulation. However, it is yet to be demonstrated that the
suppressive effect was because of the DNA sequence and not
the potentially toxic effects of OR protein overexpression. It will
be important to identify the essential nucleotide sequences
responsible for the suppressive effects of functional ORs. In
neonatal mice, a small fraction of OSNs express two functional
OR species simultaneously. However, these OSNs are eventu-
ally eliminated in an activity-dependent manner (Tian and Ma,
2008). This form of negative selection has also been considered
as a fail-safe mechanism for ensuring monogenic OR expression
(reviewed in Mombaerts, 2006).
TheOR-mediatednegative feedbackdoesnot requireGprotein
signaling (Imai et al., 2006; Nguyen et al., 2007). The involvement
of G proteins in negative feedback regulation was tested using
transgenic mice expressing a mutant type OR, in which the DRY
motif, essential for G protein signaling, was changed to RDY.
This mutation completely abolished odor-evoked calcium
responses in OSNs, indicating the loss of G protein signaling.
However, OSNs expressing the mutant OR maintained the one
neuron-one receptor rule. Seven-transmembrane receptors
(7-TMRs) often utilize G protein-independent signaling pathways,
such as those involving b-arrestin (reviewed in Shenoy and Lefko-
witz, 2005). It should be noted that the DRY motif is dispensable
for the b-arrestin-mediated 7-TMR signaling (Seta et al., 2002).
Knockout studies will clarify whether the b-arrestin-mediated
signaling is involved in negative feedback regulation.
It has been reported that each OR gene possesses its unique
expression area in the OE along the dorsomedial-ventrolateral
axis (Miyamichi et al., 2005; Ressler et al., 1993; Vassar et al.,
1993). Thus, OR gene choice may not be totally stochastic, but
rather, it may be restricted by the OSN location in the OE. How
does this positional information within the OE regulate the OR
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Figure 4. OR-Instructed Axonal Projection of
OSNs in Mouse
(A) MOR28-expressing axons are stained blue with X-gal
in the transgenic mouse, MOR28-ires-tau-lacZ. OSNs
expressing the transgene project their axons to a specific
site forming a glomerulus (indicated by an arrow) in
the OB.
(B) Stepwise regulation of olfactory map formation. OSN
axons are guided to approximate destinations in the OB
by a combination of D-V patterning and A-P patterning.
D-V projection occurs based on anatomical locations of
OSNs in theOE. A-P projection is regulated byOR-derived
cAMP signals. Thus, a coarse map is generated in the
neonatal animal. The map is further refined in an activity-
dependent manner. Glomerular segregation occurs by
homophilic adhesive and contact-induced repulsive inter-
actions of neighboring axons.
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cell lineage, resulting in the use of zone-specific transcription
factors, e.g., Msx1 and Foxg1 (Duggan et al., 2008; Norlin
et al., 2001).
OR-Instructed OSN Projection along the
Anteroposterior Axis
The olfactory map in the OB is comprised of discrete glomeruli,
each representing a single OR species (Figure 4). The instructive
role of the OR protein in OSN projection was demonstrated by
the coding-swap experiments of OR genes (Feinstein and Mom-
baerts, 2004; Mombaerts et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1998). Since
OSNs expressing the same OR are scattered in the OE for A-P
projection, topographic organization must occur during the
process of axonal projection of OSNs to the OB. Unlike axonal
projection in other sensory systems where relative positional
information is preserved between the periphery and the brain
(reviewed in Lemke and Reber, 2005; McLaughlin and O’Leary,
2005; Petersen, 2007), there is no such correlation for the projec-
tion along the A-P axis in the mouse olfactory system (Figure 2).
While OR molecules have been known to play an instructive
role in projecting OSN axons to form the glomerular map,
it has remained entirely unclear how this occurs at the molecular
level. Intriguingly, OR molecules are detected in axon termini by
immunostaining with anti-OR antibodies (Barnea et al., 2004;
Strotmann et al., 2004). On the basis of these observations, it
was suggested that the OR protein itself may recognize posi-
tional cues in the OB and also mediate homophilic interaction
of like axons (Feinstein and Mombaerts, 2004). Although these
models were attractive, recent studies argue against them.
Instead of directly acting as guidance receptors or adhesionNeumolecules, it has been reported that ORs regu-
late transcription levels of axon-guidance and
axon-sorting molecules by OR-derived cAMP
signals whose levels are uniquely determined
by the OR species (reviewed in Imai and Sa-
kano, 2008).
OR-Derived cAMP Signals Regulate A-P
Projection
In odor detection, binding signals of odorants to
ORs are converted to neuronal activities viacAMP. The olfactory-specific G protein, Golf, activates adenylyl
cyclase type III (ACIII), generating cAMP, which opens cyclic
nucleotide gated (CNG) channels (Wong et al., 2000). The CNG
channel, together with the chloride channels (Stephan et al.,
2009), depolarizes the plasma membrane to generate the action
potential. Targeted knockouts (KOs) of the Golf and CNG-A2
cause severe anosmia (Brunet et al., 1996). Despite their essen-
tial role in odor signal transduction, neither KOs of the genes
demonstrated major defects in the glomerular map formation
(Belluscio et al., 1998; Lin et al., 2000; Zheng et al., 2000). It
was, therefore, assumed that OR-derived cAMP signals are
not required for OSN projection.
Despite these observations, it was possible that an alternate
G protein mediated OR-instructed OSN projection. To examine
this possibility, Imai et al. (2006) generated a mutant OR whose
G protein coupling motif, Asp-Arg-Tyr (DRY), was mutated to
RDY. It was found that axons expressing the mutant OR
remained in the anterior region of the OB and failed to converge
to a specific glomerulus in the OB. Interestingly, coexpression of
the constitutively active Gs mutant restored the axonal conver-
gence and glomerular formation. Partial rescue was also
observed with the constitutively activemutants of protein kinase,
PKA, and transcription factor, CREB. Thus, PKA-mediated tran-
scriptional regulation appears to be involved in OSN projection.
Furthermore, constitutively active Gs results in a posterior shift of
glomeruli when expressed with the wild-type OR, while domi-
nant-negative PKA results in an anterior shift of glomeruli (Imai
et al., 2006). These findings suggest that it is the OR-derived
cAMP signals, rather than the direct action of OR molecules
themselves, that determine the target destination of OSNs along
the A-P axis in the OB (Figure 5A).ron 67, August 26, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 533
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Figure 5. Stepwise Regulation of OSN Projection
In the mouse olfactory system, axon sorting molecules can be categorized into two different types, type I and type II. Type I is expressed at axon termini of OSNs
in a graded manner along the A-P axis in the OB and regulate A-P positioning of glomeruli. In contrast, type II is expressed at axon termini of OSNs, showing
a mosaic pattern in the OB, and is involved in glomerular segregation. Expression of both type I and type II genes is regulated by OR-derived cAMP signals.
(A) Type I molecules expressed in immature OSNs. Each OR generates a unique level of cAMP with the aid of G proteins and ACIII. The level of cAMP signals is
converted to a relative expression level of type I molecules, e.g., Nrp1 and Sema3A, via cAMP-dependent PKA and CREB.
(B) Type II molecules expressed in mature OSNs. Different ORs generate different neuronal activities through the CNG channel, which determine the expression
levels of axon sorting molecules for glomerular segregation.
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OSN targeting that cannot be explained by amodel that assumes
a direct role of OR molecules in axonal projection and fascicula-
tion. It has been reported that the b2-adrenergic receptor (b2AR),
but not the vomeronasal receptor, V1rb2, can substitute for an
OR in OR-instructed axonal outgrowth and glomerular formation
(Feinstein et al., 2004). The explanation for this observation may
be that the b2AR can couple to Gs, but the V1rb2 cannot. This
explanation is consistent with the idea that Gs-mediated cAMP
levels set by the receptors determine the target sites of OSN
axons. Another puzzling observation is that alterations in OR
expression levels can affect OSN projection and cause glomer-
ular segregation (Feinstein et al., 2004; Serizawa et al., 2000).
Both the OR identity and the amount of OR protein within the
cell may affect cAMP signaling levels, which in turn affect tran-
scription or translation parameters.
Pre-Target Axon Sorting Establishes the A-P
Topography
We assume that each OR species generates a unique level of
cAMP signals that regulates the transcription of axon-guidance534 Neuron 67, August 26, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.molecules, e.g., Nrp1 receptor in a positive manner and Sema3A
(the repulsive ligand of Nrp1) in a negative manner (Imai et al.,
2006). As previously mentioned, OSNs producing high levels of
cAMP signaling project their axons to the posterior OB, while
those producing low levels target the anterior OB (Figure 5A).
When protein levels of Nrp1 were measured in axon termini
of OSNs, Nrp1 was found in an anterior-low/posterior-high
gradient in the OB. Increases or decreases of Nrp1expression
in OSNs caused posterior or anterior glomerular shifts, respec-
tively (Imai et al., 2009). Furthermore, the A-P topography of
the glomerular map was perturbed in mice deficient for Nrp1 or
Sema3A. How then do guidance molecules regulate olfactory
map formation?
Maporder emerges in axon bundles, well before they reach the
target (Satoda et al., 1995). It has been reported that pretarget
axon sorting plays an important role in the organization of
the olfactory map (Imai et al., 2009). Nrp1 and Sema3A are both
expressed in OSNs, but in a complementary manner. Within the
axon bundles, Nrp1low/Sema3Ahigh axons are sorted to the
central compartment of thebundle,whereasNrp1high/Sema3Alow
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Figure 6. Axonal Projection of OSNs along the D-V Axis
(A) The D-V arrangement of glomeruli in the OB is correlated with the expres-
sion areas of corresponding ORs along the DM-VL axis in the OE.
(B) A model for the D-V projection of OSN axons (Takeuchi et al., 2010). In the
OE, D-zone OSNs mature earlier and reach the OB earlier than V-zone OSNs.
D-zone OSNs express Robo2 and project their axons to the prospective dorsal
domain of the embryonic OB (left). The Robo2 ligand, Slit1, is expressed in the
septum and ventral OB during early development. Repulsive interactions
between Robo2 and Slit1 are probably needed to restrict early OSN projection
to the embryonic OB. In the OE, the Nrp2 and Sema3F genes are expressed in
a complementary and graded manner. Sema3F is deposited at the anterodor-
sal region of the OB by early-arriving D-zone axons (middle). Axonal extension
of OSNs occurs sequentially along the DM-VL axis of the OE as the OB grows
ventrally during development. This may help to maintain the topographic order
during the process of axonal projection. Sema3F secreted by the D-zone
axons in the OB prevents the late-arriving Nrp2+ axons from invading the
dorsal region of the OB (right). DM, dorsomedial; VL, ventrolateral; D, dorsal;
V, ventral; A, anterior; P, posterior.
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specific KOs of Nrp1 and Sema3A not only perturbed axon
sorting within the bundle, but also caused an anterior shift of
glomeruli in the OB (Imai et al., 2009). These results indicate
that pretarget axon sorting within the bundle contributes to the
olfactorymap formation along the A-P axis. AlthoughOSN axons
may be sorted autonomously within the bundle, they still require
an extrinsic cue for orientation along the correct axis before
projecting onto the OB. Sema3A, which is also detected
in ensheathing glial cells along the medial side of the axon
bundles, may act as the extrinsic cue that orients the axon
bundle, pushingNrp1+ axons toward the lateral side of thebundle
(Imai et al., 2009).
Dorsoventral Positioning of Glomeruli in the OB
In contrast to A-P projection, the OB projection sites of OSNs
along the D-V axis are correlated with the anatomical locations
of the OSNs in the OE (Figure 6A). On the basis of the expression
patterns of zone-specific markers, e.g., O-MACS (Oka et al.,
2003), NQO1 (Gussing and Bohm, 2004) and OCAM (Yoshihara
et al., 1997), the OE can be divided into two nonoverlapping
zones: dorsal (D) and ventral (V) (Bozza et al., 2009; Kobayakawa
et al., 2007). Two sets of repulsive ligands/receptors, Slits/
Robo2 and Sema3F/Nrp2, have been shown to participate in
OSN projection along the D-V axis (Cho et al., 2007; Nguyen-
Ba-Charvet et al., 2008; Norlin et al., 2001; Takeuchi et al.,
2010). D-zone axons expressing a guidance receptor, Robo2,
navigate to the D domain of the OB through the repulsive effects
of the ligands, Slit-1 and Slit-3, which are expressed in the V
domain of theOB (Cho et al., 2007). Thesemolecules are thought
to contribute to the separation of D and V domains.
Nrp2 and Sema3F Expressed by OSNs Regulate D-V
Projection
In the OE, OR genes expressed by OSNs that project to the
D domain of the OB are distributed throughout the D zone
(Tsuboi et al., 2006). However, V-zone-specific OR genes exhibit
spatially limited expression along the dorsomedial-ventrolateral
(DM-VL) axis of the OE (Miyamichi et al., 2005). The relationship
between D-V positioning of glomeruli and locations of OSNs in
the OE has been demonstrated by retrograde DiI staining of
OSN axons (Astic et al., 1987; Miyamichi et al., 2005). These
observations suggest that spatial information in the OE contrib-
utes to D-V positioning of glomeruli in the OB. How is this posi-
tional information of OSNs in the OE translated to their target
site during olfactory map formation? Nrp2 is expressed on
OSN axons in such a way to form a gradient in the OB along
the D-V axis. Loss-of-function and gain-of-function experiments
demonstrated that Nrp2 indeed regulates the axonal projection
of OSNs along the D-V axis (Takeuchi et al., 2010). Based on
the visual system, the repulsive ligand, Sema3F, was expected
to show a gradient in the target organ, the OB. Curiously,
however, Sema3F transcript was not detected in the OB, and
animals in which Sema3F was knocked-out specifically in
OSNs showed mistargeting of Nrp2+ axons along the D-V axis.
These findings indicate that, in the olfactory system, an axon
guidance receptor, Nrp2, and its repulsive ligand, Sema3F, are
both expressed by OSN axons to regulate D-V projection (Take-
uchi et al., 2010).Expression levels of D-V guidance molecules, such as Nrp2
and Sema3F, are closely correlated with the expressed OR
species. However, unlike Nrp1 and Sema3A which are involved
in A-P positioning, the transcription of Nrp2 and Sema3F is not
downstream of OR signaling. This fact was demonstrated in
the H-MOR28 transgenic mice (Serizawa et al., 2003), in which
Nrp2 levels were unaffected by the widespread expression of
MOR28 transgene in all OE areas. This notion was also sup-
ported by the analyses of some transgenic mice, in which the
expression areas of particular ORs were genetically altered.
When the expression areas of ORs were shifted or broadened,
the projection sites were accordingly changed along the D-V
axis in the OB (Miyamichi et al., 2005; Nakatani et al., 2003;
Vassalli et al., 2002).
It turns out that OR gene choice is not purely stochastic and is
affected by location in the OE. This idea was demonstrated using
transgenic mice in which the coding sequence of the transgenic
OR gene is deleted and replaced by EGFP. In these mice, the
choice of the secondary OR gene in EGFP-positive OSNs was
not random, and primarily limited to a group of OR genes
whose expression areas and transcription levels of the Nrp2
are comparable to those of the coding-deleted OR gene
(Serizawa et al., 2003). If D-V guidance molecules are not regu-
lated by OR-derived signals, how are their expression levels
determined and correlated with the expressed OR species? It
appears that both OR gene choice and Nrp2 expression levelsNeuron 67, August 26, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 535
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This regulation is likely determined by cell lineage, resulting in the
use of specific sets of transcription factors, which can explain
the anatomical correlation along the DM-VL axis of the OE.
Spatiotemporal Regulation of D-V Positioning
Complementary expression of Nrp2 and Sema3F in OSN axons
suggested that repulsive interactions to establish map order
occurred among OSN axons before they reach the target, as
described earlier for A-P positioning. This, however, could not
be true becauseD-zone axons and V-zone axons are segregated
in separate bundles. Not surprisingly, axonal segregation in
the bundles was not noticeably affected in the OSN-specific
Sema3F KO (Takeuchi et al., 2010). Furthermore, using molec-
ular markers for mature OSNs, it has been shown that OSNs in
D zone mature earlier than those in V zone during embryonic
development (Sullivan et al., 1995). Glomerular structures first
emerge in the anterodorsal domain of the OB (Bailey et al.,
1999). The olfactory map appears to expand ventrally as the
OB grows during development. Where and how, then, does
Sema3F interact with Nrp2+ OSN axons? By using the inducible
Tet-ON system with doxycycline to enhance Sema3F expres-
sion, secreted Sema3F protein was successfully detected in
the outer olfactory nerve layer (ONL) of the anterodorsal OB
(Takeuchi et al., 2010). The ONL has been reported to serve as
an axon sorting area where OSN axons defasciculate before
converging at their final destination (Royal and Key, 1999; Treloar
et al., 2002). These observations point toward an intriguing
possibility that a repulsive ligand, Sema3F, is secreted by
early-arriving D-zone axons and is deposited in the anterodorsal
OB to serve as a guidance cue to repel late-arriving V-zone
axons that express Nrp2 receptor (Figure 6B, middle).
In Drosophila, a similar situation has been reported for axon
targeting of olfactory receptor neurons: early-arriving antennal
axons expressing a repulsive ligand, Sema1A, are required for
the targeting fidelity of late-arriving maxillary palp axons that
express Plxn-A, a receptor for Sema1A (Sweeney et al., 2007).
Thus, the same family of axon guidancemolecules plays a crucial
role in the neural map formation in both mouse and fly olfactory
systems (Miyamichi and Luo, 2009). Unlike the mouse Sema3F,
the Drosophila Sema1A is a transmembrane molecule that is not
secreted and, therefore, mediates direct interactions among
axons.
What guides pioneer OSN axons to the anterodorsal area?
It has been reported that Robo2+ D-zone axons project to the
dorsal region of the OB by repulsive interactions with secreted
ligands (Cho et al., 2007; Nguyen-Ba-Charvet et al., 2008). One
of the Robo2 ligands, Slit1, is detected in the septum and ventral
OB during early developmental stages. These observations
suggest that Robo2/Slit1 signaling also plays an important role
in D-V projection of OSNs. In the total KO for the Robo/Slit
system, OSN axons can mistarget to surrounding non-OB
tissues (Nguyen-Ba-Charvet et al., 2008). Repulsive interactions
between Robo2 and Slit1 are probably needed to restrict the first
wave of OSN projection to the anterodorsal OB (Figure 4B, left).
It has been reported that the embryonic OB represents the
prospective dorsal OB, because mitral cells at E14 are all posi-
tive for OCAM (dorsal-region mitral cell marker) (Takeuchi
et al., 2010). Over the course of embryonic development, the536 Neuron 67, August 26, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.OB map appears to expand ventrally. Axonal projection of
OSNs also occurs sequentially from the DM to the VL area in
the OE, which may help to establish the map order in the OB
along the D-V axis (Figure 6B, right). Spatiotemporal regulation
of axonal projection of OSNs aided by Robo2 and Slit1, and
the graded and complementary expression of Nrp2 and
Sema3F, contribute to the olfactory map formation along the
D-V axis.
Activity-Dependent Glomerular Segregation
As mentioned above, a coarse olfactory map is generated by
a combination of D-V patterning, based on anatomical locations
of OSNs, and A-P patterning, based on OR-derived cAMP
signals. Developmental studies have shown that neighboring
glomerular structures are intermingled before birth, and discrete
glomeruli emerge during the neonatal period (Conzelmann et al.,
2001; Potter et al., 2001; Sengoku et al., 2001). After OSN axons
reach their approximate destinations in the OB, further refine-
ment of the glomerular map needs to occur through fasciculation
and segregation of axon termini in an activity-dependent manner
(Figure 4).
Axon-Sorting Molecules for Glomerular Segregation
To study how OR-specific glomerular segregation is controlled,
a search was conducted to find a group of genes whose expres-
sion profiles correlate with the expressed OR species. Using the
transgenicmouse inwhich themajority ofOSNs express a partic-
ular OR, such genes were indeed identified (Serizawa et al.,
2006): they include those that code for homophilic adhesive
molecules, e.g., Kirrel2 and Kirrel3. Mosaic gain and loss of func-
tion of these genes generate duplicated glomeruli even though
the expressed OR species are the same (Serizawa et al., 2006;
our unpublished data), suggesting that they play a role in the
attraction of ‘‘like’’ axons. Yoshihara’s group recently reported
another adhesive molecule, BIG2, which is expressed in axon
termini of OSNs in an OR-specific manner and facilitates local
sorting with unknown heterophilic binding partners (Kaneko-
Goto et al., 2008). Repulsive molecules, such as ephrin-As and
EphAs, are also expressed in a complementary manner in each
subset of OSNs (Cutforth et al., 2003; Serizawa et al., 2006).
Therefore, interactions between two subsets of axons, one that
is ephrinAhigh/EphAlow and the other that is ephrin-Alow/EphAhigh,
may be important for the segregation of non-‘‘like’’ OSN axons
(Figure 5B). Although OR molecules at axon termini have been
thought to mediate the homophilic interactions of like axons
(Feinstein and Mombaerts, 2004), ORs may not directly act as
adhesion molecules. We assume that a specific set of adhesive
and repulsive molecules, whose expression levels are deter-
mined by OR molecules, regulate the axonal fasciculation of
OSNs (Serizawa et al., 2006). It is not clear at this point how
many sets of sorting molecules are involved in glomerular
segregation. However, several sets of adhesion/repulsion mole-
cules should be enough to segregate neighboring glomerular
structures.
Activity-Dependent Glomerular Map Refinement
Unlike the global targeting of OSN axons in embryos, local sort-
ing appears to occur in an activity-dependent manner in the
neonatal animals. Blocking neuronal activity by the overexpres-
sion of an inward rectifying potassium channel, Kir2.1, severely
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mosaic KO for the CNGA2 channel reveal segregation of
CNGA2-positive and -negative glomeruli for the same OR
(Serizawa et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2000). The expression levels
of OR-correlated axon sorting molecules are affected by the
CNGA2mutation in OSNs. In the CNGA2 KO, Kirrel2 was down-
regulated while Kirrel3 was upregulated, indicating that these
genes are transcribed in an activity-dependent manner
(Serizawa et al., 2006).
Elimination of ectopic glomeruli is an important process of the
olfactory map refinement. Minor satellite glomeruli found in
young animals disappear with age in an activity-dependent
manner. In mice deficient for CNGA2 or whose naris is surgically
occluded, ectopic glomeruli persist (Nakatani et al., 2003; Zou
et al., 2004). In the mosaic female mice (CNGA2+/), CNGA2-
negative OSN axons are eliminated in a competitive condition
but survive in a noncompetitive condition provided by naris
occlusion (Zhao and Reed, 2001). It seems that both elimination
and segregation of glomerular structures occur in an activity-
dependent manner and contribute to the refinement of the olfac-
tory map.
The Two-Step Model for Olfactory Map Formation
The olfactory map is established by a combination of genetically
determined targeting and activity-dependent refinement
processes (Chen and Flanagan, 2006). Activity-dependent
refinement, which proceeds initial targeting, plays an important
role in many other sensory systems during development
(reviewed in Goodman and Shatz, 1993). In the visual system,
initial mapping by graded guidance molecules is followed by
Hebbian activity-dependent refinement. In the olfactory system,
after OSN axons reach the OB, further refinement occurs
through fasciculation and segregation of axon termini in an
activity-dependent manner (Figure 4). How is it, then, that map
formation is regulated in a stepwise fashion?
Two Distinct cAMP Signaling Pathways Differently
Regulate Olfactory Map Formation
In the mouse olfactory system, axon sorting molecules whose
expression levels are regulated by ORs can be categorized
into two different types (Figure 5). One is type I, including Nrp1
and Plexin-A1, which is expressed at axon termini in a graded
manner along the A-P axis in the OB. The other is type II,
including Kirrel2 and Kirrel3, which is expressed at axon termini
showing a mosaic pattern in the OB. In the ACIII-deficient
mouse, Nrp1 and Kirrel2 are downregulated, whereas Plexin-
A1 and Kirrel3 are upregulated, suggesting that both type I and
type II genes are under the control of cAMP signals (Col et al.,
2007; our unpublished results). How is the same second
messenger, cAMP, capable of regulating two types of genes
that are seemingly independent of each other?
We provide the following explanation. cAMP signals for type I
and type II genes appear to be derived from distinct sources.
One demonstration of this idea is naris occlusion, which affects
the expression of type II but not of type I. It is generally thought
that naris occlusion reduces the inhalation of odorants and,
consequently, the signal intensity elicited by them. In order to
study the possible roles of odor-evoked signals in sorting axons,
we examined if odorous stimuli can change the expressionprofile of type II molecules. When the mice were exposed to
the odorous ligand, Kirrel2 expression was increased in the
OSNs expressing the corresponding ORs but not in those
expressing the control ORs (our unpublished results). In contrast,
Nrp1 expression was not affected by the exposure to the
odorous ligand. These results indicate that type I genes are likely
to be driven by intrinsic signals such as ligand-independent
basal signaling by ORs (reviewed in Imai and Sakano, 2008).
Differential regulation of type I and type II molecules may also
be due to the different subcellular localization of ORs, namely,
cilia (for type II) versus axons (for type I). How are the cAMP
signals independently processed within the OSNs for type I
and for type II genes? The type I and type II genes are regulated
by cAMP signals at distinct stages of OSN maturation (Figure 5).
Both Gs and Golf activate ACIII; however, expression profiles
of these G proteins are quite different: Gs is predominantly
expressed in immature OSNs, whereas Golf is in mature OSNs
(Chesler et al., 2007; Menco et al., 1994). Since Gs and Golf are
biochemically quite similar, the distinction may derive from
different subcellular distribution of the stimulatory subunits.
Furthermore, downstream signaling components also differ for
the expression of type I and type II genes (Imai et al., 2006;
Serizawa et al., 2006). Type I genes, but not type II genes, are
affected by dominant-negative PKA. By contrast, CNGA2 defi-
ciency affects type II, but not type I. Therefore, type I axon
guidance events that form a course map are dependent on
PKA signaling, whereas type II events that refine the final map
are dependent on changes in membrane potential or ion flux.
It is therefore possible that OR-mediated cAMP signals may
influence early guidance decisions via PKA, whereas OR-medi-
ated activity may influence later events via calcium signaling.
Stepwise Regulation of Olfactory Map Formation
Because type I and type II genes are differentially expressed in
immature and mature OSNs, respectively, olfactory map forma-
tion might occur in a stepwise fashion during development:
a coarse continuous map is formed first, and axons are later
sorted locally to make the map discrete (Figure 4). For A-P
projection, pretarget sorting in axon bundles contributes to the
glomerular map formation (Imai et al., 2009). For D-V projection,
sequential arrival and repulsive interactions of OSN axons play
important roles in forming the map order in the OB (Takeuchi
et al., 2010). After the arrival of OSN axons at the target OB,
the local sorting occurs in an activity-dependent manner
(Serizawa et al., 2006).
The stepwise regulation of axon sorting of OSNs explains
puzzling observations in mice deficient for axon guidance mole-
cules that form gradients along the D-V or A-P axes. In these
mice, one would expect that all glomeruli would merely shift
along an axis. However, we often find the production of multiple
glomeruli for each OR in the KOs for axon guidance molecules,
e.g., Nrp1 and Sema3A for A-P projection (Imai et al., 2009;
Schwarting et al., 2004), and Nrp2 and Sema3F for D-V projec-
tion (Takeuchi et al., 2010). We interpret these phenomena to
be due to diffuse axonal fasciculation before targeting due to
loss of constraints. In the case of D-V projection, we assume
that Nrp2/Sema3F-mediated repulsion does not determine
a specific target site, but rather, it functions to contain Nrp2-
positive axons in the ventral OB (Takeuchi et al., 2010). In theNeuron 67, August 26, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 537
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Figure 7. A Schematic Diagram of the Neural Pathways in theMouse
Brain
A predator’s odorant, TMT, activates two sets of glomeruli, one in the D
domain and the other in the V domain of the OB. It has been proposed that
TMT activates two different neuronal pathways: one for the innate fear
response (red) and the other for the learned fear response based on memory
(green) (Kobayakawa et al., 2007). OB, olfactory bulb; OE, olfactory epithelium;
OC, olfactory cortex.
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ened, while othermechanisms that allow for local fasciculation of
‘‘like’’ axons are maintained. Therefore, axonal convergence still
occurs but at multiple sites. Duplicated map formation is also
seen in the visual system, when EphAs/ephrin-As are knocked
out or overexpressed (Feldheim et al., 2000; Brown et al.,
2000; Frise´n et al., 1998), suggesting a similar stepwise regula-
tion of RGC projection.
Functional Modules in the Olfactory Map
The mammalian main olfactory system mediates various
responses, including aversive behaviors to spoiled foods and
fear responses to predator odors. Because a particular odorant
interacts with many different odorant receptor species, multiple
sets of glomeruli are activated in both D and V domains of the
OB. However, little is known about how the topographical infor-
mation in the OB is transmitted to and interpreted in the brain to
elicit various behaviors. To address these questions, mutant
mice were generated, in which the OSNs in a specific area of
the OE are ablated with diphtheria toxin (Kobayakawa et al.,
2007). It was demonstrated that, in D-zone-depleted mice, the
D domain of the OB was devoid of glomerular structures. The
mutant mice lacked innate responses to aversive odorants,
even though they were capable of detecting them and could
be conditioned for aversion using the remaining glomeruli. It
was once thought that both D and V domain glomeruli contribute
equally to the processing of odor information in the glomerular
map. However, the mouse main olfactory system seems to be
composed of at least two functional modalities: one for innate
odor responseswith hard-wired circuits and the other for learned
responses based on memory (Figure 7) (Kobayakawa et al.,
2007; Mainen, 2007). Like the immune system, the mammalian
olfactory system seems to have maintained innate responses
in parallel with newly acquired adaptive circuits.
In the zone-specific ablation mice, the ablated OB areas
remained devoid of glomerular structures with persistence of
second-order neurons, Mitral/Tufted (M/T) cells, in the vacant
areas in the OB. These findings are unexpected, because in
other sensory systems, such as retinotectal projection (Horder,
1971) and barrel formation (Van der Loos and Woolsey, 1973),
competing axons eventually occupy vacant projection sites.
In the olfactory system, the OB may not simply be a projection
screen to form a glomerular map, but may, instead, have
region-specific functions that are genetically predetermined.
Discussion
Neural maps in the brain can be categorized into two types: one
is continuous and the other is discrete (reviewed in Luo and
Flanagan, 2007). In a continuous map, such as in the visual
system, topographic order is established between the target
sites and cell bodies of neurons during the process of axonal
projection. In the retinotectal projection, the spatial organization
of the projecting neurons in retina is maintained and projected
onto the target, preserving the nearest-neighbor relationship.
In contrast, in a discrete map like in the olfactory system, projec-
ting axons of spatially dispersed cell bodies with the same
neuronal identity converge on one location in the target. In the
mouse olfactory system, 1000 different identities of OSNs538 Neuron 67, August 26, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.determined by expressed OR species are represented in
1000 distinct glomeruli in each mirror map in the OB. The step-
wise regulation of axon guidance appears to be a general feature
of neural map formation both for continuous and discrete maps.
During the olfactory development, the glomerular map is refined
after axons are guided to their approximate destination. Simi-
larly, the topographic map in the visual system is established
by a combination of genetically determined targeting and
activity-dependent refinement processes (reviewed in Goodman
and Shatz, 1993; Huberman et al., 2008; McLaughlin and
O’Leary, 2005).
What is the nature of neuronal activity involved in the neural
map formation? In the visual system, spontaneous activity is
needed for the refinement of the retinotopic map (reviewed in
McLaughlin and O’Leary, 2005; McLaughlin et al., 2003). Prior
to the onset of visual experience, the vertebrate retina generates
spontaneous waves of action potentials, which spread across
the retina, correlating activities among the neighboring retinal
ganglion cells (RGCs). When the retinal waves are blocked in
the early neonatal animal, RGC axons cannot form a dense
termination zone (McLaughlin et al., 2003). In the mouse olfac-
tory system, expression of type I molecules for A-P projection
seems to be regulated by intrinsic signals or basal activity of
OR molecules (reviewed in Imai and Sakano, 2008). It has been
reported that CNGA2 KO affects the expression of type II but
not type I molecules (Serizawa et al., 2006), suggesting that
glomerular segregation is regulated by the neuronal activity
driven by CNG channels. Curiously, however, even in the
CNGA2 KO, glomerular structures still form for some ORs (Lin
et al., 2000). This may suggest that additional neuronal activities
are involved in the glomerular formation.
It has been reported that spontaneous firing is recorded in the
CNGA2 KO mice (Brunet et al., 1996). When inward rectifying
potassium channel, Kir2.1, is overexpressed in OSNs to prevent
spontaneous activity, axonal convergence is severely affected
(Yu et al., 2004). Interestingly, axonal convergence is not per-
turbed in the mutant mouse in which the neurotransmitter has
Table 1. Guidance and Signaling Molecules Involved in the Olfactory Map Formation
Determinants/Second Messenger Signaling Molecules Guidance/Sorting Molecules
A-P positioning (immature OSNs) OR-derived cAMP (activity-independent) Gs, PKA Nrp1/Sema3A, PlxnA1/Sema6C
D-V positioning (immature OSNs) Positional information of OSNs in the OE ? Nrp2/Sema3F, Robo2/Slit1
Glomerular segregation (mature OSNs) OR-derived cAMP (activity-dependent) Golf, CNG Kirrel2/Kirrel3, BIG2, EphA/ephrin-A
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These observations suggest that activity-dependent axonal
fasciculation of OSNs does not require the postsynaptic activity
of M/T cells in the OB. How are the spontaneous activities of
OSNs correlated with expressed OR species? In the visual
system, spontaneous retinal waves propagate across spatially
so that neighboring cells can correlate firing. However, OSNs ex-
pressing the same OR species are randomly distributed across
the OE. It is unlikely that similar spontaneous waves are utilized
in the olfactory system. In Drosophila, expressed ORs regulate
spontaneous firing rate (Hallem et al., 2004). It is possible that
mouse OSNs exhibit variable rates of spontaneous activities,
depending on the expressed OR species. Since activity and
calcium influx regulate gene expression in other systems (Boro-
dinsky et al., 2004; Chang and Berg, 2001; Dolmetsch et al.,
1997; Hanson and Landmesser, 2004; Itoh et al., 1995), mouse
OSNs might also convert firing rate of spontaneous activities to
expression profiles of axon guidance/sorting molecules.
In the mouse olfactory system, much of D-V and A-P posi-
tioning, as well as glomerular segregation, appears to occur
autonomously, without involving target-derived cues (Table 1).
Consistent with this idea, it has been shown by surgical and
genetic methods that convergence and sorting of OSN axons
occur even in the absence of the OB (Imai et al., 2009; St John
et al., 2003; Yoshihara et al., 2005). These autonomous mapping
strategies may be quite advantageous for sensory development
in embryo and may help propel evolution, since it would not
require the codevelopment or coevolution of the target organ.
During evolution, the OR gene family expanded rapidly in
amphibians to respond to a large variety of volatile ligands (Nei
et al., 2008; Niimura and Nei, 2005). In some mammals, a signif-
icant number of OR genes became pseudogenes when the
animals became more reliant on the visual system (Niimura
and Nei, 2007). Even when a rat OR gene was introduced into
the mouse, the mouse OB was able to accommodate the forma-
tion of a new glomerular location assigned to the transgene
(Belluscio et al., 2002). Target-independent axonal projection
would allow the system to adapt easily to sudden changes in
the OR gene repertoire and their ligand qualities.
As mentioned above, axon-derived guidance molecules and
sorting molecules, alone, could organize a coarse olfactory
map. However, the map would still require correct orientation
on the target to generate a reproducible and functional map.
As for the D domain of the OB, there seems to be multiple func-
tional modalities for distinct innate responses, such as fearful,
aversive, attractive and social behaviors, which are mediated
by genetically programmed, hard-wired circuits (Kobayakawa
et al., 2007). Also, in the V zone of the OE, several subsets of
OSNs have been reported, which respond to specific ligands
such as CO2, that induce specific innate behaviors (Cockerhamet al., 2009; Hu et al., 2007; Liberles and Buck, 2006; Lin et al.,
2005).
Although a glomerular map may be established autono-
mously, proper connections to second-order neurons (M/T cells)
are important for the appropriate conversion of sensory stimuli to
functional and behavioral responses that are mediated by higher
cortical neurons (Figure 7). Are M/T cells naive with respect to
projections that drive innate behaviors? At least for the hard-
wired circuits, proper connections are required between special-
ized OSNs and specific M/T cells. What mediates the synapse
formation between the OSN axons and primary dendrites of
M/T cells? What determines the neuronal identities of M/T cells
and how are they established? Are M/T cells instructed by
OSNs? What are the postsynaptic events involved in these
processes in the mammalian olfactory system? These inter-
esting questions are to be answered in the future. The olfactory
system will continue to serve as an excellent model system
for the study of axon wiring and neural map formation in the
mammalian brain.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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